


 

ABSTRACT 

New Evidence that the Emperor Chain Records Northward Motion 
of the Pacific Plate Relative to the Deep Mantle 

 by 

Lily E. Seidman 

A key question for Pacific and circum-Pacific tectonics is whether the Emperor seamount 

chain records the northward motion of the Pacific plate relative to the deep mantle.  To 

investigate this question, we determine a new Pacific plate paleomagnetic pole for ≈60 Ma BP 

from the analysis of the skewness of marine magnetic anomaly 26r recording Pacific-Farallon 

motion in low paleolatitudes.  We further update a previously published Pacific plate pole for 

≈65 Ma from the analysis of anomalies 27r to 31 by incorporating a larger correction for 

anomalous skewness.   These two poles, along with prior poles for 58 Ma and 72 Ma allow us to 

test how much, if any, the Hawaiian hotspot moved relative to the spin axis for ≈14 Ma of the 

≈30 Ma during which the Emperor chain was formed.  We find that the Hawaiian hotspot moved 

insignificantly northward (0.04 ±0.15° Ma-1 (4± 17 mm a-1)) from 72 Ma to 58 Ma while the 

Pacific plate moved significantly northward (0.38 ±0.15° Ma-1 (42 ± 17 mm a-1)).   We further 

compare the apparent polar wander of the Pacific hotspots with that of the Indo-Atlantic hotspots 

over the past 65 Ma.   The two paths are offset by several degrees, which may indicate ~10 mm 

a-1 of motion between Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hotspots.  The two paths indicate a jump of ≈8° 

in the position of the spin axis relative to global hotspots between ≈60 Ma and ≈45 Ma 

presumably due to true polar wander.  
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Chapter 1 

New Evidence that the Emperor Chain Records 
Northward Motion of the Pacific Plate Relative to 

the Deep Mantle 

1.1. Introduction 

The hypothesis that the Hawaiian-Emperor bend (HEB; Figure 1) records a change in 

plate motion  relative to the deep mantle  [Morgan, 1973, 1981] has stimulated many productive 

lines of research into Pacific plate and circum-Pacific basin tectonics [e.g., Clague and Jarrard, 

1973; Gordon et al., 1978; Coney, 1978; Engebretson et al., 1985; Sharp and Clague, 2006].  A 

decade ago this interpretation was challenged on the basis of paleomagnetic data from 

azimuthally unoriented vertical core samples recovered by deep-sea drilling on the northern 

Emperor seamounts [e.g., Tarduno et al., 2003].   An alternative explanation was offered that it 

was not the Pacific plate that changed motion at ≈50 Ma B.P., the approximate age of the HEB, 

but the Hawaiian hotspot. It was hypothesized that the Hawaiian hotspot drifted rapidly (≈45 mm 

a-1) southward relative to the deep mantle during the formation of the Emperor chain (≈80 Ma 
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BP to ≈50 Ma BP), followed by no motion since ≈50 Ma BP. 

 

Figure 1: Hawaiian-Emperor chain (gridded topography of Smith and Sandwell [1997]).  Shaded 
ellipses show the two portions of the chain coeval with the “Emperor poles” and “Hawaiian 
poles” presented herein.  “1203” and “1204” label the locations of ODP Sites 1203 and 1204 
(both on Detroit seamount).  “HEB” is the Hawaiian-Emperor bend. Mercator’s projection. 

Unfortunately, the uncertainties are large for the paleolatitudes determined from the drill 

core data from the Emperor chain [Kono, 1980; Cox and Gordon, 1984; Tarduno et al., 2003].   

Thus, the data allow alternative interpretations to the simple straight-line fit emphasized by 

Tarduno et al. [2003].   It follows that new paleomagnetic data with more accurately determined 

poles are needed to discriminate between competing hypotheses.   Obtaining fully or partially 

oriented samples of volcanic rock from oceanic plates is difficult and expensive.   It is therefore 
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fortunate that oceanic plates have a useful alternative source of paleomagnetic poles through the 

analysis of skewness (or asymmetry) of marine magnetic profiles that record seafloor spreading 

[Larson and Chase, 1972; Schouten and Cande, 1976; Cande, 1976; Gordon, 1982; Acton and 

Gordon, 1991; Petronotis et al., 1992, 1994; Petronotis and Gordon, 1999; Koivisto et al., 2011; 

Zheng and Gordon, 2015] (Figure 2).  Especially valuable for such analyses are vector 

aeromagnetic profiles collected by Project MAGNET [Horner-Johnson and Gordon, 2003, 

2010]. 

To improve our knowledge of the paleolatitude history of the Hawaiian hotspot during 

the formation of the Emperor seamounts, herein we determine a new Pacific plate paleomagnetic 

pole for chron 26r (≈60 Ma), which is approximately coeval with Suiko seamount (≈61 Ma 

[Sharp and Clague, 2006]), which lies about halfway along the Emperor chain (Figure 1).  

Furthermore we update a previously published pole for anomalies 27r to 31 (62 Ma to 68 Ma) by 

re-correcting the data for anomalous skewness and re-determining the pole.  We combine these 

results with two previously determined paleomagnetic poles for chron 25r (≈58 Ma [Petronotis et 

al. 1994]) and chron 32 (≈72 Ma [Petronotis and Gordon, 1999; Koivisto et al., 2011]) and thus 

use four poles determined from skewness ranging in age from 58 Ma to 72 Ma.  We find no 

significant change in latitude for the Hawaiian hotspot over this 14 Ma interval with 95% 

confidence limits of 21 mm a-1 northward motion and 13 mm a-1 southward motion.   Thus the 

Emperor seamount chain records northward motion of the Pacific plate relative to the deep 

mantle.  Therefore the HEB records an ≈60° change in motion of the Pacific plate relative to the 

deep mantle. 
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Figure 2: The 18 aeromagnetic and 16 ship-magnetic profiles analyzed in this study are 
superimposed on the gridded topography [Smith and Sandwell, 1997].  All magnetic profiles are 
reduced to the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole obtained herein.  The profiles used to determine 
the best-fitting pole are colored white while those only used to estimate magnetic strike are filled 
in gray.  The dark gray bands in each spreading corridor show the approximate location of 26r.   
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1.2. Methods 

1.2.1. Overview 

With four exceptions we follow the procedures described by Horner-Johnson and Gordon 

[2010].  In brief, we analyze profiles after a global reference field is removed.  We estimate the 

value of Δθ, the phase shift that brings the anomalies into best visual agreement with a synthetic 

magnetic anomaly profile for the vertical field component arising from a thin vertically 

magnetized upper crustal layer with vertical boundaries between strips of seafloor with opposing 

polarities.  We estimate ea, the apparent effective remanent inclination of magnetization, from 

the following equation: 

ea = −Δθ –e + 180°        (1) 

where e is the effective inclination of the component of the measured magnetic field.   For vector 

data, we choose to analyze vertical and east components.  For total intensity data, the component 

is the one parallel to the Earth’s main magnetic field.  We combine the apparent effective 

remanent inclinations to estimate paleomagnetic pole positions and confidence limits using the 

methods of Gordon and Cox [1980] and Petronotis et al.  [1992]. 

The differences from the procedure of Horner-Johnson and Gordon [2010] are as follows: 

(1) The spreading rates of crossings of anomaly 12r analyzed by Horner-Johnson and Gordon 

[2010] exceeded ≈50 mm a-1 and thus anomalous skewness was negligible [Dyment et al., 1994].  

The spreading rates for anomaly 26r are lower and we follow the procedures of Koivisto et al. 

[2011] to correct for anomalous skewness using correction values determined by Boswell et al. 

[2011].  (2) Whereas Horner-Johnson and Gordon [2010] treated the two components of each 

vector aeromagnetic profile as two independent data, we average the results of the two 
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components and treat each profile as a single datum.  (3) Whereas Horner-Johnson and Gordon 

[2010] estimated the strikes of magnetic lineations by effectively fitting a straight line to the 

magnetic anomaly crossings in a corridor, we employed multiple methods to estimate the strike 

and chose the one that we considered the best estimate for each corridor of lithosphere bounded 

by fracture zones (Figure 3, Table 1), generally by using published plate-rotation parameters and 

assuming orthogonal spreading.  (4) Whereas Horner-Johnson and Gordon [2010] gave equal 

weight to aeromagnetic crossings and shipboard crossings, we weight crossings of each type 

inversely to the standard deviation we found for that type. 

                             

Figure 3: Magnetic stripe orientation estimated (1) by fitting a great circle to magnetic crossings 
(gray), (2) using the Pacific-Farallon stage pole of Engebretson et al. [1984] (white), and (3) 
using the Pacific-Farallon stage pole of Rosa and Molnar [1988] (red).  Aeromagnetic and ship 
magnetic crossings are designated respectively by the blue- and red-filled circles.   
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Table 1: Data table for determining the best-fitting pole for anomaly 26r. 
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1.2.2. Estimating Spreading Rate and Anomalous Skewness 

To estimate anomalous skewness, we first determine the half spreading rate for each 

crossing by following the approach of Koivisto et al. [2011], who determine half spreading rates 

both by comparing the anomaly in each profile to synthetic magnetic anomaly profiles (at 

various half spreading rates) and by estimating the rates using published stage rotations.  We use 

the Engebretson et al. [1984] anomaly 34−25 stage pole of (66°N, 64°E) as well as the Rosa and 

Molnar [1988] anomaly 32a−25 stage pole of (70.37°N, 77.89°E) to find the angular distance 

and use each pole’s finite angle and angular velocity to estimate the half spreading rate for 26r.  

Both the Engebretson et al. [1984] and Rosa and Molnar [1988] parameters are adjusted to 

follow the Gradstein et al. [2004] timescale.  We average the Engebretson et al. [1984] and Rosa 

and Molnar [1988] half spreading rates for each crossing and separate them into their respective 

spreading corridors to find each corridor’s average half-spreading rate.  We assume that the 

amount of anomalous skewness depends on spreading rate [Dyment and Arkani-Hamed, 1995; 

Boswell et al., 2011]. 

 

1.2.3. Rotations between Pacific plate and Hotspot reference frames 

We use the Pacific-hotspot rotations of Koivisto et al. [2014; Andrews et al., 2006] for the 

interval since 67.7 Ma BP and the WK08-G rotations [Wessel and Kroenke, 2008] for the 

interval before 67.7 Ma BP.  We linearly interpolate within stage rotations to find rotations for a 

given age [Table 2].   
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Table 2: Locations of Pacific paleomagnetic poles in the Pacific plate reference frame. 

1.3. Results 

1.3.1. Paleomagnetic Results in the Pacific plate reference frame 

The appendix provides the profiles before they are deskewed  (Fig. S1a), after they are 

deskewed (Fig. S1b), after they are reduced to the best-fitting pole (Fig. S1c), and after they are 

reduced to the pole and further corrected for anomalous skewness (Fig. S1d).  Table 1 gives the 

latitude and longitude of each crossing of anomaly 26r, magnetic-anomaly strike, estimated 

phase parameter (Δθ), apparent effective remanent inclination (ea), modeled effective remanent 

inclination (er), the value of the anomalous skewness correction, and data importance [Minster et 

al., 1974; Gordon and Cox, 1980].  
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Half spreading rates are ≈40 km Myr-1 for the Murray-Molokai corridor, ≈40 km Myr-1 

for the Molokai-Clarion corridor, ≈39 km Myr-1 for the Clarion-Clipperton corridor, ≈38 km 

Myr-1 for the Clipperton-Galapagos corridor, and  ≈35 km Myr-1 for the Galapagos-Marquesas 

corridor.  These correspond respectively to values of anomalous skewness of 13°, 13°, 14°, 15°, 

and 17° [Boswell et al., 2011]. 

The most information is contributed from the profiles in the Clarion-Clipperton corridor 

(Table 1) presumably because the effective remanent inclination changes rapidly with 

paleolatitude near the paleo-equator [Acton and Gordon, 1991], which is located between the 

Clarion and Clipperton fracture zones.  The least information is contributed from the Molokai-

Clarion spreading corridor. 

Each magnetic anomaly crossing contributing to the chron 26r paleomagnetic pole can be 

represented in paleomagnetic pole space by a great semicircle (defined by an observed effective 

remanent inclination value) on which the pole must lie in the absence of error .    

The observed values of effective remanent inclination (after correction for anomalous 

skewness) vary from ≈77° south of the paleoequator to ≈84° north of the paleo-equator, with a 

standard deviation of 13.1° for aeromagnetic data and a standard deviation of 11.0° for ship 

magnetic data (Figure 4).   

The pole (78.7°N, 13.5°E) from only aeromagnetic data results in a standard deviation of  

effective inclination of 13.1°, while the pole (78.1°N, 4.2°E) from only ship-magnetic data 

results in a standard deviation of effective inclination of 11.0°.  The combined best-fitting pole 

(78.4°N, 8.6°E) has a 95% confidence ellipse with a major semi-axis length of 4.0°oriented 

67°of north and a minor semi-axis of 1.8° (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: Observed effective remanent magnetic inclination (eo = ea + θa) from individual 
crossings of magnetic anomalay 26r (aero-data, blue; ship-data, red) is compared with that 
calculated from the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole (black curve).  
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Figure 5: Paleomagnetic poles, 95% confidence ellipses, and skewness great semi-circles for 
chron 26r (≈60 Ma).  Poles: Aeromagnetic, solid white hexagon, blue ellipse; ship-magnetic, 
solid white diamond, red ellipse; combined data, solid white star, purple ellipse.  Great semi-
circles of possible paleomagnetic pole positions consistent with the skewness of each individual 
crossing of anomaly 26r are blue for aeromagnetic data and red for ship-magnetic data.  The 
north pole attached to the Pacific hotspot reference frame at 61 Ma: solid black octagon with 
yellow 95% confidence ellipse.  Fracture zones bounding spreading corridors: MU, Murray; MO, 
Molokai, CLA, Clarion; CLI, Clipperton; GA, Galapagos; MA, Marquesas.  Stereographic 
projection. 
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The new combined paleomagnetic pole lies near the previously published pole for ≈58 

Ma (chron 25r) [Petronotis et al., 1994], indicates more northward motion of the Pacific plate 

than poles for 32 Ma (chron 12r) [Horner-Johnson and Gordon, 2010] and 44 Ma (chron 20r) 

[Zheng and Gordon, 2015], and less northward motion than poles for 65 Ma (chrons 27r to 31) 

(re-determined herein from the data of Acton and Gordon [1991]), 72 Ma [Petronotis and 

Gordon, 1999; Koivisto et al., 2011], and 81 Ma [Cottrell and Tarduno, 2003] (Figure 6).  The 

confidence region for the new pole overlaps the confidence annulus corresponding to the 

paleolatitude datum for Suiko Seamount (≈61 Ma) [Kono, 1980; Cox and Gordon, 1984], is 

consistent within uncertainty with the ≈60 Ma equatorial sediment crossing for 60 Ma identified 

by Gordon and Cape [1981] and indicates less northward motion than indicated by the ≈70 Ma 

equatorial sediment crossings identified by Suarez and Molnar [1980] and Gordon and Cape 

[1981]. 

                      

Figure 6: Pacific plate apparent polar wander path over the past 81 Ma.  The six poles with blue 
95% confidence limits were determined from skewness data [Acton and Gordon, 1991; 
Petronotis et al., 1994; Petronotis and Gordon, 1999; Horner-Johnson and Gordon, 2010; 
Koivisto et al., 2011; Zheng and Gordon, 2015; this paper].  An 81-Ma pole from drill core data 
has a blue-green 95% confidence ellipse.  The blue star indicates the 60-Ma pole determined in 
this paper.  Ages in millions of years are given by white numerals.  Stereographic projection. 
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1.3.2. Paleomagnetic Results in the Hotspot reference frame 

When the Pacific plate paleomagnetic poles are reconstructed in the Pacific hotspot 

reference frame, becoming—in effect—an apparent polar wander path of Pacific hotspots, the 

poles cluster into two groups by age (Figure 7).  The poles corresponding to the time that the 

Hawaiian seamount chain was created both are near ≈84°N, 165°E, indicating that the pole lay 

≈6° from the spin axis during some of the time that the older part of the Hawaiian chain was 

created.  In contrast, the poles corresponding to the time of the creation of the Emperor chain 

cluster mainly near ≈80N, 160W. 

           

Figure 7: Apparent polar wander (APW) of the Pacific hotspots.   The poles from Figure 6 have 
been reconstructed with respect to the Pacific hotspots (rotations of Koivisto et al. [2014] since 
67.7 Ma and the WK08-G rotations of Wessel and Kroenke [2008] before 67.7 Ma).  Poles from 
81 to 58 Ma record Pacific hotspot APW during formation of part of the Emperor chain with the 
blue diamond indicating where nearly all 95% confidence limits overlap. The 32 and 44 Ma 
poles record Pacific hotspot APW during formation of the older part of the Hawaiian chain.  
Yellow ellipse shows the uncertainty in the north pole of the Pacific hotspot reference frame at 
60 Ma.  Stereographic projection. 
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1.4. Discussion 

None of our Emperor paleomagnetic poles differ significantly from the pole of Cottrell and 

Tarduno [2003] when reconstructed in the Pacific hotspot frame of reference (Figure 7), which 

demonstrates that there is no significant motion of the Hawaiian hotspot relative to the spin axis 

from 81 Ma to 58 Ma.   This is reinforced by Figure 8, which shows the paleolatitude versus age 

of the Hawaiian hotspot from our four Emperor-aged skewness poles.  These data are best fit by 

a straight line with a rate of 0.04 ±0.15° Ma-1 (4± 17 mm a-1) northward from 72 Ma to 58 Ma 

while the Pacific plate moved significantly northward (0.38 ±0.15° Ma-1 (42 ± 17 mm a-1)). 

     

Figure 8: Paleolatitude of the Hawaiian hotspot from 79 to 58 Ma BP.  Vertical bars show 95% 
confidence limits.  The best-fitting straight line for the skewness poles (25r, 26r, 27r−31n, and 
32) has a slope of 0.04° ± 0.15° (4± 17 mm a-1 northward) ( 95% confidence limits).  
Paleolatitudes from drill core data from Suiko seamount [Kono, 1980; Cox and Gordon, 1984] 
and Detroit seamount [Tarduno et al., 2003] are shown by triangles.  All data are consistent with 
a fixed latitude of the Hawaiian hotspot from 79 to 58 Ma BP. 
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A small shift in paleolatitude occurs, however, between 58 Ma and 44 Ma when the pole 

shifts ≈8°.  Is this caused by rapid motion of the Hawaiian hotspot relative to the deep mantle?   

To examine this question, in Figure 9 we compare the apparent polar wander of Pacific hotspots 

from 65 Ma to present with the apparent polar wander of Indo-Atlantic hotspots over the same 

time interval [Torsvik et al., 2002].   The poles for the Indo-Atlantic hotspots indicate a similar 

shift of ≈8° between 60 Ma and 45 Ma, although the path is offset from the Pacific path by 

several degrees.  This offset could be due to slow motion (≈10 mm a-1) between Pacific and 

Indo-Atlantic hotspots, within the upper limits on motion between hotspots found by Koivisto et 

al. [2014], or to systematic errors in the Pacific-hotspot or Africa-hotspot plate reconstructions or 

to persistent non-dipole components of the geomagnetic field. 

        

Figure 9: Apparent polar wander (APW) of Pacific hotspots (blue poles with blue 95% 
confidence limits) from 32 to 65 Ma compared with coeval APW of Indo-Atlantic hotspots (red 
poles with orange 95% confidence limits [Torsvik et al., 2002]).  Ages are in Ma.   Stereographic 
projection.  While the two APW paths are slightly offset from one another, they both show a 
shift of ≈8° from upper left to lower right in the figure between ≈60 Ma and ≈45 Ma presumably 
due to true polar wander. 
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Whatever the cause of the offset between the two curves, it is clear that both record a similar 

shift between ≈60 Ma and ≈45 Ma indicating that global hotspots have shifted in approximate 

unison relative to the spin axis over that interval, i.e., true polar wander.   Evidently global 

hotspots also shifted in approximate unison between ≈30 Ma and the present during a more 

recent episode of true polar wander [Horner-Johnson and Gordon, 2010].  In any event, Figure 9 

shows that southward motion of the Hawaiian hotspot between ≈60 Ma and ≈45 Ma (or between 

≈60 Ma and the present) does not indicate that the hotspot moved relative to the deep mantle as 

the Indo-Atlantic hotspots have made a similar shift. 

As the skewness poles in this paper only go back in age to 72 Ma, we cannot exclude 

southward motion of the Hawaiian hotspot before 72 Ma.  Indeed the uncertainty in the 81 Ma 

pole and paleolatitude [Cottrell and Tarduno, 2003; Tarduno et al., 2003] are large enough that a 

southward shift, a northward shift or no shift in latitude between 81 Ma and 72 Ma are 

permissible (Figure 8).   Evidently more accurate paleomagnetic data are needed to answer 

definitively the question of pre-72 Ma motion.  Whatever the answer, however, it would have no 

relevance to the question of whether the HEB represents a change in plate motion or a change in 

hotspot motion.   

It is generally accepted that the Pacific plate currently moves relative to the mantle parallel 

to the Hawaiian chain.   Our results demonstrate that the Pacific plate moved parallel to the 

Emperor chain before 58 Ma.   Thus sometime near the time of the HEB the Pacific plate 

changed motion relative to the deep mantle from the Emperor direction to the Hawaiian 

direction. 
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1.5. Conclusions 

      (1) Of all available methods for estimating Pacific plate paleomagnetic poles, 

skewness analysis determines poles with the best precision and accuracy while also having well-

constrained ages.  

(2) The apparent polar wander path of the Pacific hotspots is offset from that of the Indo-

Atlantic hotspots indicating either slow (< ≈10 mm a-1) motion of Pacific hotspots relative to 

Indo-Atlantic hotspots or a systematic error in Pacific-hotspot or Africa-hotspot reconstructions 

or a persistent non-dipole component of the geomagnetic field. 

(3)  Between ≈60 Ma and ≈45 Ma both Pacific hotspots and Indo-Atlantic hotspots 

experienced a similar ≈8° shift with respect to the spin axis presumably due to true polar wander. 

(4) The Emperor seamount chain records northward motion of the Pacific plate relative to 

the deep mantle from 72 to 58 Ma as is demonstrated by the four available skewness 

paleomagnetic poles over this interval.  Therefore the Hawaiian-Emperor bend records a change 

in motion of the Pacific plate relative to the deep mantle. 
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Appendix 

Figure S1a: The aero-magnetic and ship-magnetic profiles analyzed in this study before 
deskewing.  Those colored black are used to determine the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole, and 
those colored gray are only used in the estimation of magnetic strike.  Profiles are plotted 
perpendicular to magnetic strike with the yellow shading signifying the location of anomaly 26r.  
The profile name, latitude and longitude are listed to the left with “Vd” and “Ed” indicating the 
vertical and east component of the aero-magnetic profiles.  Synthetic profiles for ship-magnetic 
and aero-magnetic profiles are plotted above and below with the magnetic reversal boundaries 
and synthetic half-spreading rates plotted below the synthetic aero-magnetic profile…………27  

Figure S1b: The aero-magnetic and ship-magnetic profiles analyzed in this study with the best 
Δθ applied.  Those colored black are used to determine the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole, and 
those colored gray are only used in the estimation of magnetic strike.  Profiles are plotted 
perpendicular to magnetic strike with the yellow shading signifying the location of anomaly 26r.  
The profile name, latitude and longitude are listed to the left with “Vd” and “Ed” indicating the 
vertical and east component of the aero-magnetic profiles.  Synthetic profiles for ship-magnetic 
and aero-magnetic profiles are plotted above and below with the magnetic reversal boundaries 
and synthetic half-spreading rates plotted below the synthetic aero-magnetic profile…………34  

Figure S1c: The aero-magnetic and ship-magnetic profiles analyzed in this study with reduction 
to the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole.  Those colored black are used to determine the best-fitting 
paleomagnetic pole, and those colored gray are only used in the estimation of magnetic strike.  
Profiles are plotted perpendicular to magnetic strike with the yellow shading signifying the 
location of anomaly 26r.  The profile name, latitude and longitude are listed to the left with “Vd” 
and “Ed” indicating the vertical and east component of the aero-magnetic profiles.  Synthetic 
profiles for ship-magnetic and aero-magnetic profiles are plotted above and below with the 
magnetic reversal boundaries and synthetic half-spreading rates plotted below the synthetic aero-
magnetic profile………………………………………………………………………………….41  

Figure S1d: The aero-magnetic and ship-magnetic profiles analyzed in this study with reduction 
to the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole plus corrected for anomalous skewness.  Those colored 
black are used to determine the best-fitting paleomagnetic pole, and those colored gray are only 
used in the estimation of magnetic strike.  Profiles are plotted perpendicular to magnetic strike 
with the yellow shading signifying the location of anomaly 26r.  The profile name, latitude and 
longitude are listed to the left with “Vd” and “Ed” indicating the vertical and east component of 
the aero-magnetic profiles.  Synthetic profiles for ship-magnetic and aero-magnetic profiles are 
plotted above and below with the magnetic reversal boundaries and synthetic half-spreading rates 
plotted below the synthetic aero-magnetic profile……………………………………………….48  

Figure S2: Paleolatitude of the Pacific Plate from 79-58 Ma B.P.  The best-fitting straight line for 
the skewness poles (25r, 26r, 27r-31n and 32) has a slope of 0.38° ± 0.15° (95% confidence 
limits)……………………………………………………………………………………………55 
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Figure S3: The combined best-fitting 26r paleomagnetic pole (blue star, light blue ellipse) in the 
hotspot reference frame along with the Pacific apparent polar wander (APW) path (solid blue 
circles, light blue ellipses) and the Indo-Atlantic Besse and Courtillot [2002] poles (solid red 
circles, yellow ellipses).  Stereographic projection……………………………………………56 

Table S1: Summarized ship-magnetic data and results for magnetic anomalies 27r-31n…….57 

Table S2: List of all Pacific and Indo-Atlantic pole locations in their respective hotspot reference 
frames…………………………………………………………………………………………..58 
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Figure S2: Paleolatitude of the Pacific Plate from 79-58 Ma B.P.  The best-fitting straight line 
for the skewness poles (25r, 26r, 27r-31n and 32) has a slope of 0.38° ± 0.15° (95% confidence 
limits). 
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Figure S3: The combined best-fitting 26r paleomagnetic pole (blue star, light blue ellipse) in the 
hotspot reference frame along with the Pacific apparent polar wander (APW) path (solid blue 
circles, light blue ellipses) and the Indo-Atlantic Besse and Courtillot [2002] poles (solid red 
circles, yellow ellipses).  Stereographic projection. 
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Table S1: Data table for re-calculating the best-fitting pole for anomalies 27r-31n. 
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Table S2: Locations of Pacific and Indo-Atlantic paleomagnetic poles in their respective hotspot 
reference frames. 
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